Shout Out - June 27, 2011
Twitter @RGBPROZONE: RoadTrip DC-DE-MD, ASTD-SEVA Jul 12 - Creating High
Capacity Groups, RGB and RGB II in August at CUC, Andrea's Reunion July 29, Visits cont.
RoadTrip to DC-DE-MD. We depart on July 3rd for our usual 4th of July Fireworks tradition.
Weather is threatening to postpone the celebration to the 5th, but we will have pressed on by that
time to an evening in Dover, Delaware. As usual there are conference facilities there to scout,
then on to Ocean City, Maryland, to scout out facilities for the 2012 APWA Conference. When
we presented at the APWA conference in Fredericksburg a few months ago we had a few
learnings that we'll begin to resolve on this trip. It IS all about the ProZone! Naturally, we'll
enjoy the trip for the sights we'll see as well. From our home page, select The RGB RoadShow
if you are interested in more information about ROAD initiatives.
ASTD-SEVA July Program. July 12th, 6:30m, at the Langley Federal Credit Union offices on
Jefferson Avenue, Newport News. Our topic is "Creating High Capacity Groups." The 1-hour
program will include a snapshot of ProZone, RGB, and ICO threaded models - all to get to the
Big "O" where the ROI is high! If you're a member of SEVA make your reservations as usual.
If not a member, join! The web address is: http://www.seva.astd.org/.
RGB and RGB II resume at the Citizens Unity Commission, Hampton. For the better part of
a decade RGB and model connections, such as the Will Schutz "Inclusion Control and
Openness" snapshot, have been a part of the Diversity College open to citizens of Hampton and
guests. In the Fall of 2010 we unveiled a 3-session schedule for those who wanted to go deeper
into what the RGB Technology offers those who work to improve the quality of work/life,
particularly with a diversity slant. As with everything we undertake, it has been a learning
process to package and bring to participants topics that are threaded and "on point" with their
needs at the moment. The RGB II sessions, like many others, are open to a wide range of
"switchback" opportunities as we wind our way through the material while merging interests of
those present. The August schedule represents a rare combination of RGB Foundational and
RGB 2 Workshop opportunity with a bit of RGB-YouTube video thrown in for good measure. If
you're interested, this option may not present itself again in the near term. Contact us at
LTODI@aol.com or connect directly at: http://www.hampton.gov/unity/ .
Andrea's Reunion, July 29 (1730 George Washington Mem Hwy, Yorktown, VA 23693).
With over a month remaining, there's plenty of time left. We've published a tentative agenda on
our Facebook and LinkedIn pages, but as usual, we're open to additional agenda items. Just let
us know if there's a subject that, as a group, we would be interested in discussing. We've
confirmed that Andrea's has Wi Fi so we'll be using Skype. That, in effect, means that if your
schedule will permit there's little reason for not checking in during the discussion phase after
lunch. If you don't have a Skype account, they are FREE for the asking and relatively easy to
use. Start at: http://www.skype.com to register for the service.
Visits Continue. These visits, to CapacityWare™ Software users and potential users, are a
means of staying connected with frontline issues and incorporating solutions into our
Technology. You can take the initiative by contacting us, or we'll work it from our end.

